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Abstract 
A method for counting the embeddings of a connected but not necessarily biconnected planar graph 
is given. The method relates the embedding of edges around an articulation point to a tree structure 
called an embedding tree. 
MacLane [S] gives a method for counting the number of distinct embeddings of 
a biconnected planar graph. This method is based on a decomposition into tricon- 
netted components and the fact that each triconnected planar graph has a unique 
embedding, up to reflection. More recently linear time algorithms have been proposed 
for counting the number of embeddings and building efficient data structures that 
represent the set of all embeddings (so that these can be enumerated, or additional 
constraints can be incorporated). Chiba et al. [3] represent all embeddings using 
PQ-trees; their algorithm is based on the planarity testing algorithm of Booth and 
Luecker [l]. Another approach, using a variant of the Hopcroft-Tarjan algorithm 
[6], is given by Cai et al. [2]. The latter also gives a formula for counting embeddings 
in a not necessarily biconnected graph. 
The purpose of this note is to give an alternate method for counting the number of 
embeddings of a connected planar graph that is not necessarily biconnected. The 
method presented here is interesting because it relates each edge sequence around an 
articulation point to a special tree called an embedding tree and then uses methods for 
counting trees. Like that of Cai et al., our method yields a linear time algorithm for 
counting the number of embeddings of an arbitrary graph or for enumerating those 
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embeddings (in which case the algorithm is linear in the size of the output). Recent 
work of Di Battista and Tamassia [4,5] gives a data structure that represents the set 
of all embeddings of an arbitrary planar graph in a succinct way. 
A planar embedding is specified by giving, for each vertex, a clockwise sequence of 
the edges incident to that vertex. Two specifications correspond to the same embed- 
ding if one can be obtained from the other by rotating one or more of the sequences 
(that is, if all sequences represent the same circular permutation in both specifications). 
The usual definition of planar embeddings (see, e.g. [S]) says two specifications yield 
the same embedding if one can be obtained from the other by reversing all sequences. 
We count these as two distinct embeddings (which are mirror images of each other) to 
simplify the discussion. If the graph has at least one vertex of degree 33 the count 
given here differs from the usual count by a factor of 2. The remaining cases, simple 
paths and simple cycles, have a unique embedding no matter which count is used. 
Let c’ be an articulation point of G and let G,, . . . , G, be the components of G w.r.t 
v: Gr, . . . , G, are defined by G,u ... UC,= G; if i #j, Gi and Gj have exactly vertex c’ in 
common; and each Gi is minimal w.r.t. the preceding properties (equivalently, Gi does 
not have v as an articulation point; if Gi is biconnected it is a biconnected component 
of G, otherwise Gi may be decomposed w.r.t. one of its other articulation points to 
yield, eventually, the biconnected components of G). Let (E,, . . , EP) be the partition 
of the edges incident to u induced by the partition of G into G,, . . . , G,. Let mi= lEil 
and let ki be the number of distinct embeddings of Gi. We develop a formula for the 
number of embeddings of G as a function of the parameters m, and ki. If Gi is 
biconnected, ki can be determined directly using the method of MacLane. Otherwise, 
ki can be computed by (recursively) applying the formula to Gi and an articulation 
point of Gi. 
The number of embeddings of G is nf=, ki times the number of distinct clockwise 
sequences of E = El u ... u E, around u that can result when the embedding of each Gi 
is fixed. To simplify the discussion we count linear sequences of E in which an 
arbitrary edge e,EEl always appears first. A linear sequence e, “.e4 of the edges 
incident to u in G is said to be embedding-consistent w.r.t. G if there exists a planar 
embedding of G in which the clockwise sequence of edges around v beginning with e, 
1s eI ... e4. The following lemma, whose proof is straightforward (see [l l]), gives the 
essential constraints for embedding-consistent sequences around u. 
Lemma 1. A linear sequence S of El u ... u E, uround v is embedding-consistent w.r.t. 
G iff 
(a) For each i, the subsequence Sn Ei is embedding-consistent w.r.t. Gi, and 
(b) S contains no subsequence 0f’theJorm eiejfifj, where ei,,fiEEi and ej, j;EEj. 
Define the template z(S) of a sequence S of E around v to be the sequence derived 
from S when each egEi is replaced by i (the template is a sequence with repetition of 
the integers 1, . . . , p). Let CC~(W~) be the index of the first (last) occurrence of i in z(S). 
Based on (b) of Lemma 1, call r(S) embedding-consistent if for any i #j, either 
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Fig. 1. Three embedding-consistent subsequences from one embedding of a component. 
[cc;, og n [cc;, ulj”] =0, or [cl:, OS] c [LYE”, CO;], or [XT, ojs] c [cc:, CO;]. In what 
follows we take advantage of the nesting relation among the intervals [as, CD?], which 
defines a tree. The number of embedding-consistent templates corresponding to each 
distinct tree is counted. 
For each distinct template, the edges of Ei for each i= 1, . . . ,p may be arranged in 
any embedding consistent sequence w.r.t. Gi. Thus each distinct template corresponds 
to k, nrz2 miki distinct embeddings: flf= r ki embeddings arise from the independent 
embeddings of individual components, and mi distinct linear subsequences of Ei arise 
from the clockwise sequence for each fixed embedding of Gi (recall that the position of 
elEE, in S is fixed - hence there is only one linear sequence for each embedding of 
G,). For example, in the graph G of Fig. 1, component 3 has two embeddings, 
corresponding to clockwise sequences def and dfe around v. For the embedding def 
of component 3 (assuming embeddings of other components remain fixed) there are 
three different embeddings of G corresponding to subsequences def, efd, and fde, as 
shown in Fig. l(a), (b), and (c). 
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(a) T(S’) = 133312441 
(b) T(S) = 114332341 
Fig. 2. Two embedding trees for a graph. 
Assume, as noted above, that each sequence S begins with el E E 1. Given S, define S’ 
to be Ser, so that the interval [a;‘, OS’] encompasses all of S’. The number of distinct 
embedding-consistent r(S’) is the same as the number of distinct embedding- 
consistent z(S). Let the embedding tree T(S) for a sequence r(S) be the tree with nodes 
1 , , . . ,p in which j is a descendant of i iff Cm,“‘, OS’] c_[E~‘, WY’]. So j is a child of i iff 
[cc;‘, OS’] c [ES’, ws’] and no other component k has [z?‘, WY’] c [cc:‘, of’] ~[a?: wf’]. 
T(S) is the Hasse diagram of the containment relation among intervals [a:; OF’] for 
i=l,... ,p. The use of S’ rather than S ensures that T(S) is a tree with root 1 (as 
opposed to a forest, for which the possible configurations are more difficult to count). 
Fig. 2 shows two different embeddings of the graph in Fig. 1 and the corresponding 
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embedding trees. The first edge of S is marked with a * in each case. The tree for 
Fig. 2(a) is also the tree that corresponds to the embeddings of Fig. 1, even though the 
template is different. 
We now show how to count the sequences r(S’) that correspond to each tree. 
A subtree T of T(S) corresponds to a contiguous subsequence of z(S’). Suppose the 
root r of T has d children and that the corresponding subtrees are Tl, , . , Td. To count 
the subsequences corresponding to T, we first count the number of different ways to 
insert the subsequences for T, , . . , , T, into a sequence of m, r’s. For each such insertion, 
we recursively count the subsequences for each T. Thus K(T), the total number of 
subsequences for T, is 
If Tis a tree with nodes 1, . . . , p and di children of node i, the total number of T(S’) for 
which T(S) = T is 
dl! (“‘:;I”) idi! (mi+;i-2). (2) 
Component 1 is a special case because r(S’) has ml + 1 occurrences of 1. 
Using a well-known procedure for enumerating labelled trees (see [lo, Section 8.8, 
Exercise lo]), we deduce that the number of embedding trees having a specific degree 
sequence d 1, . . . , d, is 
P-2 
d i-1, dz,...,d, > 
This assumes that d, + . ..+dP=p- 1 and dl > 1. Thus the total number of distinct 
embedding-consistent templates z(S’) is 
X 
From earlier observations, the total number of embeddings of G is 
kl If miki 
i=2 ,,+...+d;_,.d,3, (d,-l~~?...,d,)lil!(ml+~l-l) 
(3) 
X 
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If we make the replacements 6r=dr--1, bi=di, i=2,...,p and pL,=m1+2, pi=mi, 
i=2, . . . ,p, this simplifies to 
(p-2)! fr miki 
g +...;_,? fi (“i+::-2)- 
(4) 
i=l I P 
If we arbitrarily let pi = 1 and 6i = 0 when i > 0 when i > p, we can simplify the formula 
even further. Then (4) is equivalent to 
(p-2)! fi Wliki 
i=l 
(5) 
which is (p--2)!~,_,nf= 1 miki, where ck is the coefficient of zk in the generating 
function (see, e.g. [7]) 
c zkg +z ,=kZ p+jy2)=rI& (pj+i-2)zk. 
ka0 1 2 ,- , 
Letting m =I;= 1 m,, this simplifies to 
t6) 
n 1 1 m-_p+l+k j~o (1 -Z)“‘_‘=(I _Z)m-P+Z=kLO k Zk (7) 
Now c~_~=(~I:) and (4) reduces to 
(l&ki)@-j). (8) 
Since ki can be derived recursively when Gi is not biconnected, we have shown the 
following. 
Theorem 2. Let p he the total number ofbiconnected components in a planar graph G; 
let ki be the number of distinct embeddings of the ith component; let A be the set of 
articulation points in G; for each VEA, let mi(u) be the number of edges of the ith 
component incident to v, or 1 tfthere are no such edges; let m(u) and p(v) be the number of 
edges and components, respectively, incident to v. Then the total number of planar 
embedding of G is 
For the graph of Fig. 1 the total number of embeddings is 1008 (504 if reflections are 
not counted twice): np= 1 miki= 24; there are 16 embedding trees and 84 templates. 
Fig. 3 illustrates the counting process for a subgraph of the graph of Fig. 1 (compo- 
nent 4 has been deleted). Component 3 has 2 embeddings while the remaining 
components have only 1; thus kI npz2 miki= 6 in this case and the total number of 
embeddings is 60 (there are 10 distinct templates). Below each of the 3 possible 
embedding trees, the figure shows all templates that arise from it. 
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1 
A 
2 3 
dI = 2, dz = d3 = 0 d, = I,dz = l,d3 = 0 
6 templates 0 templates 
l-I:=, ki = 2, l-If=, mi = 3, 60 embeddings 
d, = l,dz = 0,d3 = 1 
4 templates 
113233 
113323 
132331 
133231 
Fig. 3. Counting embeddings for an example. 
Another interesting application for (8) is the following problem in VLSI design. 
Suppose there are p nets with the ith net having mi terminals. If we let ki=mi-l, the 
number of valid circular sequences of the terminals on the boundary of a routing 
region is given by (8). A sequence is valid if all terminals of each net can be connected 
on one layer without crossing any wires. See [9] or [ 121 for a more detailed discussion 
of how multiterminal nets can be connected on a single layer. 
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